
AmpSense is an integrated circuit (IC) design company which provides
custom IC design solutions for the healthcare industry. The company
amplifies sensor signals for low cost, miniaturized, with low power and
noise designs.

BigD Synergy has created a Clinical Management Platform comprised of two
interconnected tools to make preventive care initiatives more engaging and
effective based on predictive analytics and alternative diet protocols so
healthcare professionals can provide a better quality of care and patient’s
experience in a measurable, safe and monitored manner.

Bits4Bots LLC is an electronic component, kid-friendly development board & do
it yourself STEAM kits retailer.

Buxsly is expanding the use of Robotic Process Automation through custom
voice applications designed by workers.

https://www.bits4bots.shop/
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ET Corporation is a transportation and expenses applications that plugs into
your calendar.It collects your receipts, books your full-trip with 1-click and
rewards you for cheap and sustainable choices.
 

Customizable shoes with magnetic straps, manufactured from sustainable
energy

Coffee Cubes 
Coffee Cubes is a coffee product with an aromatic quality and rich flavor of
brewed coffee without the set-up, equipment or supplies, which eliminates
wasteful packaging

Design to Device
Design to Device is a customizable engineering kit for the kids with exceptional
features like the integration of animation and augmented reality for different
projects.

drvwy is an economy sharing platform for peer-to-peer parking. The platform
serves to connect persons with paved, private property to those that desire a
cheap and effective parking solution.

 DS Academy is developing Data Science and Analytics education leveraging on a
hands-on and tailor-made approach that will provide the students with the
necessary tools to be well-prepared to tackle the job market and grow in their
careers.

Education Rebound is a life coaching service that provides personal
development workshops for underserved learning communities. 

http://www.educationrebound.com/

http://events-n-travel.com/
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FILME provides a platform in the entertainment industry where aspiring film
creators and avid movie lovers can come together. Showcasing the dreams and
creativity of one's true passion where it all starts with a, "Hey, Film Me".

First Choice Staffing Agency is a staffing agency dedicated to securing
employment for reformed individuals. The agency uses a combination of
behavioral analysis testing, job skills assessment tests, and short-term
certifications to prepare these individuals to re-enter the workforce. 

Forever Me is enhancing the cemetery experience through technology.
Our goal is to make known that every life is more than a name and a
date.

Future Valet is a cloud-based Software-as-a-Service application for
parking services management, which is offering a list of value-adding
unique features and transforming the parking industry.

Generation Mutualism (Gen-Mu) works to combat the generational gaps
that exist in our society by connecting youth to experienced and mature
individuals who have unique skills, talents, and experiences to share.
Based on the idea of symbiosis, GenMu provides opportunities for youth
to gain new knowledge from someone who has “been there and done
that,” and seniors to develop new relationships and engage in meaningful
conversations.

GROOP is the facilitation of the supply chain process for people by forming
global groups with local finesse and liaise with the manufacturer(s) and derive
cost, quality, variety, freshness, and timeliness benefits. 

Future Valet LLC
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No Flood Florida Inc aims to provide its clients with the most accurate, up-to-
date floodplain information. The company supports the residents of Florida by
providing reliable and comprehensive reports as well as services to reduce or
even eliminate flood insurance requirements. They promise to strive to provide
the most accurate, user-friendly mapping, and analysis of flood risk throughout
Florida.

https://www.nofloodflorida.com/

For over 2 years Niche Nutrition has helped people be at their best, ensuring
you can focus on their strength and new opportunities during this exciting time
of life. We're a brand with a line of products designed to help you overcome
brain fog, fight off mental fatigue, and increase verbal fluency.

Photovore is a dynamic moving towards value based patient centered care
empowering patients to make changes that are sustainable and evidence
based. 

Samagreen is revolutionizing single use medical devices by making them
biodegradable and more patient friendly. There will be a monumental impact on
the environment, city waste management systems and patient needs with the
launch of these product in the bio engineering industry.

http://www.Nichenutrition.com/

Sophie Meraki is a fashion and lifestyle brand that aims to express lasting
solutions to waste problems through art pieces, apparel, and accessories. The
company provides value using solid waste materials like textile, plastic, leather,
and old jewelry as a resource to create unique designs, reduce waste problems,
and empower others.

https://www.facebook.com/S0phieMeraki
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Stuby is an app the provides a platform in which students can connect.
Students can like or dislike each other based on academic strengths. If two
students are enrolled in common classes and complement each other's
strengths, they will be able to begin a conversation and potentially meet up to
study. 

Swolemate is a digital platform that aims to solve several needs in the health
and fitness industry. Creating a way to allow individuals with several methods of
tracking their health to have one singular place where they can view their data,
create customized groups with their family and friends, and participate in
friendly competitions. Additionally, the company will provide a matching system
where you can find your ideal fitness partner. 

Travelot provides discounts for hotels, flights, ground transportation,
restaurants, travel insurance, attractions, and guided tours. The company
operates personalized trips to accommodate your needs, offering all-inclusive
getaways to any destination in the world.

TTwistedLogix Productions is Tampa Bay’s premiere livestream and multimedia
production company, twisting tech with emotional charge to capture and share
the magic of your performance worldwide. .

Stuby

swolemate.info

travelottours
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